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Abstract—This short chapter provides a brief introduction to the key steps of how to reform energy law. Initially, there is a need to understand energy law and its origin and its relationship with other disciplines through the energy lifecycle. Then the article details the drivers of energy law, four recent positive developments, and finally the seven principles of energy law. Finally, there is a discussion on legal certainty and how it is developed through the application of the energy law principles and the recent new initiatives. As legal certainty will provide the platform for long-term change in energy sector through ensuring there is investment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy law is one of the most exciting and growing areas of law at the moment. There is a realisation worldwide of the importance of the energy sector in the global economy and also national and local economies. Consequently the law that governs the energy sector is instrumental in ensuring it functions as an efficient, environmentally sustainable and reliable sector of the economy.

Nation states across the world continue to seek economic growth and a functioning energy sector is a vital component to this. The energy sector can contribute revenue to an economy in the form of taxation of energy extraction and production. Further an efficient energy sector can ensure benefits to other sectors of the economy in particular to industry and it is now seen as a key part of national industrial strategies and policies. In addition, there are benefits to ensuring increased energy access to the public and that energy prices do not impact in a significant way on an individual’s disposable income, i.e. meaning they can save and consume other goods.

Energy law also plays a significant role in the future and in particular when there are 2030, 2040 and 2050 energy, environment and climate plans. In order to achieve, for example, 2030 climate and energy targets, the law has to be formulated, passed and implemented to achieve that 2030 target. This is because energy infrastructure takes not only time to plan, raise finance for, and to build, but also there are significant planning and environmental hurdles to overcome. And these all feed into the second point, it is at a national level that the law can drive the energy transition. A national government can set a policy agenda and ensure law provides the structures, the incentives, and the pathways for an energy transition to occur.

It is therefore clear that energy law has a significant role to play in society. This short chapter in this conference proceedings highlights the relationship between mining and energy law. It then focuses on the key drivers of energy law, i.e. what are the key issues that are the cause of change to energy law. Then in section three, there are four key recent developments in energy law that are briefly introduced and analysed and these are: environmental impact assessments; the social license to operate; the energy finance reserve obligation; and extractive industries transparency initiative. In section four, the recently published principles of energy law but a group of academics from across the world are detailed. Finally, the conclusion highlights the need for long-term certainty in energy law so that investment can occur.

II. MINING LAW AND ENERGY LAW

Mining law is just one aspect of energy law and it is important to view how it fits into energy law. Energy law can be defined as “... the regulation of energy related rights and duties of various stakeholders over energy resources over the energy life-cycle.”[1] The energy life-cycle referred to consists of five major stages as identified below in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The Energy Life-Cycle][1]

Mining (or exploration and extraction) is the first stage of the energy life-cycle. In terms of thinking about the energy sector in its entirety and what are the key drivers, generally, energy law scholarship holds that overtime there are key five stages or drivers[2]. These drivers are represented below in Figure 2 and they are: Safety, Security, Economic, Infrastructure and Justice. These five drivers are present at any one time but one or two may be the principal driver.
III. RECENT POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN ENERGY LAW

The following are four key areas for which requirements to disclose information is and should be on corporations. There is an imbalance between how energy firms and the other actor groups engage with each other on mining issues; these mining companies have far more access to expertise and it should be their obligation to ensure national governments, regional/local governments, and local communities have access to the requisite information. The following are four mechanisms that are and should be coming into effect worldwide[3].

A. Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs)

The aim of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is for international, national and local communities to achieve a balance between development and the environment. There are many other methods and strategies for balancing development and the environment but an EIA is a formalised process that has had international and national consensus on its development over time. This paper does not aim to go into particular depth on EIAs[4] as the arguments presented here focus on what the EIAs can achieve. Overall, the EIA process has to be seen as a success from a global international perspective. In essence, it promotes the cosmopolitan philosophical ideal that people are all world citizens[5]. In this context the EIA process has placed certain limitations on development and ensured that development that does occur is achieved with environmental protection as a core aim from the beginning of the process. For any country, with a stated ambition of developing a low-carbon economy and plans to develop policies on climate change mitigation and protection of the environment, the EIA should be a welcome addition to these plans. Already at international level the EIA is promoted for use in nearly all projects funded by international development agencies – such as the World Bank, the OECD, and the UNEP. This area of law is still developing fast and is set for further reform to a degree in 2017 when it comes more inter-related to climate change.

B. Social Licence to Operate (SLO)

The SLO is a fast emerging principle in energy law and in particular developed around the mining law and policy community[6]. However, it is permeating through the rest of the energy sector and even other parts of the economy. There are a number of papers which explore the origin of the SLO and its use in the mining sector and it is certain that in the future the vast majority of the energy infrastructure will need an SLO before beginning operation[7].

C. Energy Financial Reserve Obligation (EFRO)

This is a general term for the obligation that companies should have when operating energy infrastructure. In particular, the EFRO applies in terms of companies with waste obligations – or indeed the companies that should have waste obligations. These can also be referred to as clean-up obligations and environmental bonds, and the nuclear energy industry contributes to waste management funds immediately from the point of operation whereas in the coal industry, the operator only has to have the financial reserve capacity to do so[8]. Indeed this has become a major issue and there is a multitude of reports focusing on it in relation to the operation of coal assets in Australia and US[9]. For example, in the US, under the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA)[10], energy companies are required to remediate the lands where mining activity has occurred. However, many companies were allowed to self-bond and therefore when they went bankrupt there was still no finance available for meeting reclamation obligations[11].

D. Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)[12]

There needs to be more active promotion of the EITI across the world. The EITI is an international agreement whereby countries record how much companies pay their governments for the rights to extract energy resources. It now covers ‘beneficial ownership disclosure, contract transparency, the integration of the EITI into government systems and transparency in commodity trading. The focus of EITI Reports has moved from compiling data to building systems for open data and making recommendations for reforms to improve the extractive sector governance more generally.’[13] The EITI began really as a response to the ‘resource curse’ and it has continued to gain momentum with 56 countries now part of it. The initiative began in 2002, and the World Bank endorsed and initially funded it. The EITI has however been under revision from its inception until this year with the production of the EITI Standard 2016 which is the new system in place for achieving disclosure.

IV. FORMULATING ENERGY LAW FOR THE TRANSITION

In thinking of how to achieve for example, 2030 climate and energy goals, a country has to establish new law on how to achieve this energy transition. There is no common solution as countries have control over their own energy resources and they have different geographies, culture and socio-economic characteristics.

Nevertheless, there are now accepted guiding principles to follow for the development and application of energy law. Such guiding principles can be a force of change, for example, we can witness worldwide the example of one of the most established environmental principles, i.e. the polluter pays principle. In this context, these principles of
Energy law can “act as a guide to policymakers, academics, lawyers, judges and arbitrators when adjudicating, enforcing, making or formulating documentation, laws, regulations, judgments, etc on energy law”.[14]

Energy law is stated as having seven guiding principles and these are stated below in Table 1.

### Table 1: Principles of Energy Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles of Energy Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Principle of Natural Resource Sovereignty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The right of a state to use their natural resources in their own national interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The Principle of Access to Modern Energy Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Access to energy should be available to all citizens of a nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The Principle of Energy Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The application of human rights across the energy system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The Principle of Prudent, Rational and Sustainable Use of Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Natural resources should achieve a balance between economic development and environmental concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The Principle of the Protection of the Environment, Human Health &amp; Combating Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The use of energy and natural resources should be comply with the triple objective of protecting the environment, public health and climate change mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There should be a secure supply of energy that should also be reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Principle of Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The different energy activities in the energy system should be resilient so they can plan, recover, and adapt to adverse events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION: ENSURING LONG-TERM CHANGE THROUGH LEGAL CERTAINTY

The importance of the long-term focus of the energy law principles highlighted above in the previous section cannot be understated. These principles when with the long-term ambition for the energy sector will provide legal certainty in the energy sector. This will result in a reduction in the risk profile of an energy infrastructure project and thus borrowing costs will reduce.

There is one final part of the energy transition that a country needs to consider and legal thinking has a key role to play in this. In its energy sector and its society, countries and their respective governments have to ensure that the transition of its energy sector is a ‘just’ transition. Decision-making has to be transparent, politicians accountable and the public have to see justice in the processes and outcomes of these decisions.

Recent literature details key issues around the ‘just transition’ to a low-carbon economy[16]. One of the key aspects in this context is also about ensuring the transition of all aspects of the energy sector. New expertise needs to be developed so as to strengthen the environment and energy regulators. Also, the existing energy labour force need to have access to re-training and new educational opportunities so they can adjust and be part of the energy transition. These latter issues are also enshrined in the energy law principle (see Table 1) of resilience. And crucially it involves public participation in the transition, and ensures more socially acceptable outcomes (even if perhaps it were to be viewed as a more costly option than new fossil fuel infrastructure).

Overall, policy-makers have to ensure that investors see a long-term vision in the energy sector that is enabled by supporting legislation and so this provides legal certainty as to the Government’s aims. Achieving this, while difficult has the benefit of providing a platform for securing investor confidence as they then can invest due to the risk reducing around new energy infrastructure projects. Indeed, new energy law that is based on the guiding principles will provide this clarity and certainty for investors and also the public, two of the key stakeholders in a national energy sector.

The formulation and application of revised and/or new energy law can set a start date on how a country could achieve its energy transition by 2030, 2040 and 2050 goals. This can result in a positive societal experience and one that has far more benefits and is more ‘just’ than a retention of the current status quo for all participants in a national energy sector.
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